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Incumbent President Donald J. Trump and former Vice President Joseph R. Biden, Jr., are on the ballot as the Republican and Democratic nominees for President in the 2020 Election this year. The cycle has been contentious and conducted
in the shadow of the uncertain world of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic. On this Election Day--November 3, 2020--the
Tripod records for posterity the thoughts and feelings of a community anxious over the outcome of the election.
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electoral matters. From police reform to the Supreme
Court and the merits of
candidate positions, this
issue offers a window into
the viewpoints of Trinity
students on the eve of a historic moment.
In some cases, the issues examined are not the
candidates individually but
questions of philosophy and
engagement: how do speak
with your family about
the election? Is it okay not
to vote? Fundamentally,
though, every article in
this issue gets at the heart
of what the act of voting
means and how that vote
shapes democracy for Trinity students of today.
Doubtless, no one issue
can capture every ideal and
there are many opinions
which remain unreported.
What we present within
these pages is a sense of
the anxiety, the concern,
the optimism, and the hope
that students have for political outcomes which they
ardently believe contribute
to our more perfect union.

Published weekly at Trinity College, Hartford, CT

These opinions may be
cause for spirited disagreement: it should be welcomed. They may inspire
you to write your own opinion about a key electoral
topic: we would gladly publish that in a future print
issue or on our website.
They may resonate with
you and reinforce a central
tenet of your political belief: we welcome that outcome, too. However these
opinions reach you, know
that they offer insight into
the diverse perspectives of
Trinity students.
It seems a likely outcome that the Election will
not be decided November
3rd and the final totals of
states will take considerable time as mail-in ballots
are counted and final totals
certified. What lies ahead
as solemn electoral ceremonies occur and the Nation witnesses the political
process remains allusive to
even the best trained legal
minds.
The Tripod would offer,
as we do in our editorial on

this historic day, that what
remains most important is
that the citizenry exercise
their civic duty by voting
this November 3rd and hold
steadfast in their faith in
the integrity and outcome
of this Election. Truly, only
with the maintenance of our
faith can our democracy be
preserved and safeguarded
for generations to come.
In that spirit, we might
look then to these opinions
as a testament of what is
to come as the students of
today become the civic and
political leaders of tomorrow in our great Nation.
When Trinity reflects
on another contentious or
divisive election in decades
to come, it is our hope that
those future students will
look upon this issue with
curiosity and interest, as
they seek to understand the
past and this Election Day.
Very truly yours,
Brendan W. Clark ’21,
Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity Tripod
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Tripod Editorial: Hold Close and
Steadfast Your Electoral Faith
Few calls are so noble and enshrined in our
American civic tradition as
the right to vote. This November 3rd, many Trinity
students (and alumni) find
themselves
particularly
engrossed with the obligation as never before amidst
a contentious election
during our strained political time. For the youngest
among our ranks, this may
be the first election wherein the most steadfast power is placed in their hands.
That solemn duty of
casting a ballot—be it by
mail or in-person on this
Election Day—is one as sacred as time, representing
in its simplicity (or in its
complicated and regulated processes) the wheels
of democracy in motion.
Each of us, regardless
of station, race, gender,
religion, and creed, must
exercise that right. Our
vote is not for an individual, a loosely defined party,
or a vague political identity. In fact, we would take
the radical position that
your vote is, at its core, an
expression of your contribution to that great democratic experiment—but one
brief moment that defines
another chapter in the annals of American history.
If you can do nothing
more tomorrow, then the
Tripod—again—urges you
to answer the solemn civic call and cast your vote.
It is an expectation that
each of you owes to your
fellow citizen. We will not
deign to advise you on who
your ballot should be cast
for: that decision rests
solely in your judgment
as a reasoned individual.
But to the question of
outcome and potentialities, there has been much
talk of late of a purported
“will of the Founders” and
of the notion that our present Nation—and its governance—have veered from
the democratic path and
have travelled perilously to the brink of collapse
and civil ruin. Our electoral system “was not built
to withstand a sustained
assault on its legitimacy,”
argued Barton Gellman in
the Atlantic this month.
He could not be more
wrong, for the issue and
its consequences are inherently not structural.
In truth, the Founders
were not united behind one
central vision. The Constitution, as anyone learned
in civics will note, is a document of compromise and

concession. Its ratification
was hard fought and its
survival in the early days
of the Republic was hardly a foregone conclusion.
And, like any creation
of mankind, it bears imperfections and its tenets
have been interpreted by
generations of lawyers
and elected legislators.
The vision of many of
the limits of Constitutional action and principles
today—save those who adhere to the strictest of originalist precepts—radically
diverge from the Founders’
original intent. Our perspective today is our own
and our faith today is resolutely borne by each of us.
A survey of Hamilton’s
writings set against Jefferson’s reveals radically
different conceptions of
our democratic institutions and their functions
for the Founders. Instead,
unity coalesced around
one point: the importance
of the individual in the
democratic
experiment
and the necessity of a vote.
For some of us, the
battle flag of this election
is the contention that we
must “restore the soul of
America.” For others, the
election is referendum on
ensuring that our country
is “kept great.” In reality, both positions reveal
a fundamental misapprehension of what defines
our Nation’s “soul” and
sense of “greatness.” This
pessimism, that somehow
this election and our democratic institutions crumble
against the will of one man,
one President, one Senate
or Congress, represents
a deeply flawed conception of how we apportion
responsibility for failure.
If the polls should descend into anarchy and
the citizens forced to shelter in their homes for fear
of reprisal from armed
mobs, then we—the people—shall have no one to
blame but ourselves. If the
military is dispatched—its
legions drawn from our
fellow citizens—to enforce
some dictatorial collection of ballots, then we—
again—have only ourselves to blame.
The integrity of our electoral system is not founded
in law or regulation, in the
provisions of our elections,
nor the officials who are
its gatekeepers. These are
but the apparatuses of our
faith, manifested by our
command and vote, designed to realize our civic

duty in orderly fashion.
If some mass coup shall
ensure that an individual
or party remains in power, the outcome shall be
the result of thousands, if
not tens of thousands of
ordinary citizens, abandoning their duty and
their morality, faithlessly abandoning the democratic system for the sake
of their own self-interest.
“Perfection in wisdom,
as well as in integrity, is
neither required nor expected in these agents.
It belongs to man.” This,
Thomas Jefferson argued,
was the crux of those entrusted to safeguard the
civic interest. Integrity
rests not with one individual or one agent of
the state, but with our
collective sense of faith.
If we accept the Gellman approach to political
outcomes, deluding ourselves with the notion that
when we awake November
4th, the democratic vision
shall have become extinct,
then we have thrown our
faith into a pyre of fear
and allowed the integrity of the system to falter.
Fundamentally,
our
electoral system only carries as much faith as we
ourselves place within it.
We must maintain that
faith this Election Day
and remember that the
great democratic experiment—from the beginning—was beset with challenges and always shall
be. It is neither perfect
nor certain, but resolutely focused on the principle of forming a union
which is as close to perfection as can be attained.
If you can take action
today, be it the exercise
of your civic duty and the
maintenance of faith. Regardless of the election
outcome, look not to illegitimacy and fear nor the
collapse of our system.
Rather, remain firm in
your resolve and faith that
our electoral system—no
matter the challenge—is
built upon a belief of a free
and fair society, standing
firm as the beloved of democracy, and will weather this storm of fear and
trepidation
evermore.

-The Trinity Tripod
On this Election Day,
November 3, 2020, the
Tripod urges you to cast
your vote. In Connecticut,
you can still register on
Election Day at City Hall.

TRIPOD ELECTION 2020
No, Democrats Should Not Pack the Supreme Court
SHAWN OLSTEIN ’22
NEWS EDITOR
At the start of the
Trump
Administration,
the Supreme Court stood
balanced between liberal and conservative justices. However, as election
day 2020 approaches, the
Court now favors conservatives 6-3. The conservative
flavor of the current Court
has many Democrats fearing the possibility of unfavorable rulings on LGBT
protections, abortion law,
healthcare, and voting
rights. To balance the court
in favor of liberal justices,
Democrats could expand or
“pack” the Court by adding additional justices beyond the traditional nine.
While Democratic nominee
Joe Biden has repeatedly
dodged questions about his
plans for the court, many
Democratic
supporters
have expressed support
on social media for “packing” the Supreme Court.
Democratic fears that a
conservative court could
block their agenda are not
unwarranted. For example, the more liberal Court
narrowly upheld the individual mandate of the Affordable Care Act in 2012,
but the issue is poised
to appear in court again,
prompting Democrats to
fear for the viability of the
core of their legislative
agenda even if they retake
Congress.
Additionally,
Democrats fear the Court
may rule against them on
key election related issues,
as such decisions on mailin ballots and other voting
related laws which may determine the outcome of key
elections. Thus, Democrats
who advocate for Court

vative Court, packing the
Court would not be politically advantageous because it would likely lead
to electoral defeat. Public
support for packing the
Supreme Court may be
increasing, yet it still remains
overwhelmingly
unpopular: According to
recent polling, support for
packing the Court is at
the highest it has been in
decades, yet only 31% of
Americans support such a
measure. A push to pack
the Court by Democrats
will likely be seen by voters
as an unjustified and hypocritical power grab and
will be used as an electoral
rallying cry by Republican
politicians. Conservative
media outlets such as The
Daily Wire and Fox News
have already begun publishing articles claiming
Biden’s refusal to state
a clear position on court

“One does not have only to
‘read the tea leaves’ of polling
data and conservative media
outlets to see the impact of court
packing on electoral success.”’
packing is representative
of the Democrats’ “Attack
on Democracy.” Republicans would be increasingly
motivated to vote against
the party that seemingly
stole their court majority, and Democratic voters
may feel uncomfortable
voting for a party that appears to be undermining
democratic norms. One
does not have only to “read
the tea leaves” of polling
data and conservative
media outlets to see the
impact of court packing
on electoral success; past
attempts to expand the

“If the Supreme Court
should ever return to its position as a non-partisan institution, packing the Court is a
leap in the wrong direction.”
packing see it as crucial to
enacting the party’s agenda. Yet, despite the temptation, Democrats should not
pack the court, as doing so
would expend valuable political capital and hasten
their electoral defeat, while
undermining the Court’s
legitimacy as a non-partisan, deliberative body.
While
Democrats
should worry about the
consequences of a conser-

which would allow the party to pass major legislative
reforms, but an attempt
to expand the court would
likely cost them key seats
in the Senate and possibly
their majority in the House.
Yet beyond the political drawbacks for Democrats, packing the court
would only further weaken
the Court’s legitimacy as
an institution as it would
end the non-partisan nature of the Court through
cycles of retributive court
expansions. Article III of
the Constitution does not
provide much of a framework for the court’s structure. Thus, compared to
the other two branches of
government, the Court is
largely dependent upon its
perceived legitimacy. This
legitimacy has long been
sustained through certain
traditions of the court. For
example, the current num-

court have led to victories
for the opposition party. In
1937, Democrats attempted to expand the court to
enact additional New Deal
policies. Republicans campaigned on resisting court
expansions, resulting in
seven Senate seats and 72
house seats flipping to the
Republicans.
Democrats
have spent the last four
years carefully building
a Congressional majority

ber of justices is not set
by the Constitution and
thus it would be relatively easy for Democrats to
expand the court; however, this would also mean
Republicans could just as
easily add more justices
in response. The court’s
legitimacy as a non-partisan institution would be
obliterated, as with every
transfer of power would
come an attempt to push
as many new partisan justices into the court as possible. Both Republicans and
Democrats have responded
to the opposition’s violation of democratic norms
with further violations.
When Republicans blocked
Democrat’s judicial nominations, the Democrats
responded by repealing the
filibuster on the confirmation of federal judges. The
Republicans then went on
to repeal the filibuster for
Supreme Court justices,
fearing opposition from
Democrats. While many
are critical of the filibuster
as it was abused for partisan purposes, it existed as
a democratic norm intended to slow the majority. Expanding the court would
likely result in further expansion, just as was the
case with the filibuster. If
the Supreme Court should

ever return to its position
as a non-partisan institution, packing the Court is a
leap in the wrong direction.
Democrats who advocate for expanding the
Court often cite Republican’s abuse of democratic
norms as the reasons for
the current conservative
leaning court. This is a justified criticism. The Court
has been increasingly politicized in recent years by
the Republican party in an
attempt to block justices
nominated by President

Obama and push through
those nominated by President Trump. Yet pulling
the “nuclear option” and
packing the court past
the current nine justices
would not only be a political blunder for Democrats,
but it would also destroy
any possibility of returning the Court to its previous status as a non-partisan institution. While
the current Court system
may be flawed and in need
of reform, packing the
Court is not the answer.

US Supreme Court
Judges in 2020
Justices Nominated by
Democrat Presidents...
Stephen Breyer (Clinton)
Sonia Sotomayor (Obama)
Elena Kagan (Obama)
Justices Nominated by
Republican Presidents...
Clarence Thomas (H.W. Bush)
John Roberts (W. Bush)
Samuel Alito (W. Bush)
Neil Gorsuch (Trump)
Brett Kavanaugh (Trump)
Amy Coney Barett (Trump)

THE NEW YORK TIMES

In just four years as president, Trump appointed three
individuals to the Supreme Court: Gorsuch, Kavanaugh,
and Barrett. The last time this many appointees occurred
in a single term was under President Richard Nixon, who
successfully appointed four between 1969 and 1971.
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A Burning World Demands Change Fort Smith Must Reject
UAFS Decadal Tax
The clock beat down,
Ten, nine, eight, seven, six…
Anticipation was building,
Thoughts of joy and hope forming,
Five, four, three, two, one!
Cheers and kazoos roared,
Drinks were clinked,
People kissed.
All tried to create happy beginnings
To fuel happy middles and ends.
If only we could have been this lucky.

Colors of red and orange seared,
A foggy permanent haze was locked in the air,
Making the basic necessity of breathing strenuous.
The flames crept further,
Destroying all things – living and nonliving –
In their wake.
Homes were engulfed,
Brought to nothing but ash,
Billions of animals were slaughtered by the unending flames,
And some people were horrifically taken too.
Dante’s inferno had slithered its way into life
And as the blaze inched further,
The pain and fear became blinding for those closest to it
And worrisome for the rest of the world,
Helplessly watching with agony.
After the world went aflame, a plague roared out of control.
It swept from country to country,
It took the lives of over a million.
Rich or poor, male or female, young or old,
The disease did not judge.
Instead, it metastasized to the world
Like cancer to the brain.
Its terrors ran rampant,
Confining all to their homes,
Disrupting plans and life itself.
To some it began as an annoyance,
But the fear quickly took over – fear for the future,
For what life would be forced to become.
The illness took and took,
And it still continues to take.
As the plague raged on,
Horrors directly caused by people, by policeman, occurred.
“Please, I can’t breathe.”
These were of the last words of a dying man.
A man whose neck was knelt on,
Who had begged for his life,
For the pain to stop,
For the policeman to stop.
From his death, came an intensified call for change.
Streets all over the U.S. were filled with people of all different races,
Marching for change:
For no more wrongful violence
And an end to systemic racism,
For equality and rights and
To be treated as human.
Following this man’s death,
Tragically more lives were lost,
And previous lives lost were remembered,
As the fear and anger raged on,
But the fight has not ended,
And it will not end until there is change.
We had grasped onto a hope,
A hope for a good year, for happiness,
For love and friendship.
Perhaps some of us got this, but not without pain;
The world burned in more ways than one.
Our anticipated and wanted future
Was swiped from our tightly wound hands.
So, we must regain some of what was taken;
We must grapple with reality and win;
We must salvage whatever control we can
And we must vote.
Each of us needs to have a say in our future.
No matter the result, every voice should be heard.
So reflect on the bad, on the horrors of 2020,
And fight for the change you want.

-Anna Bauer ’23

SKYLER SIMPKINS ’23
OPINION EDITOR
A contentious
issue
in my hometown of Fort
Smith, Arkansas, concerns
a decadal rise in tax benefiting the local university:
The University of Arkansas at Fort Smith (UAFS).
The college is requesting a
0.25% sales tax increase for
the next decade. Arkansas
has one of the highest state
and local combined sales tax
rates, so this increase adds
more to our already high
rate of tax. I do not support
this tax increase for much
more than the fact of our
prolifically high sales tax
rate in the Fort, but because
of the university’s attitude
towards its constituents.
On good authority, I
know that the university
only looks for students carrying the bare minimum of
criteria for one to enroll in
college. The students, for
example, with an ACT of
less than 19 (as a 19 allows
you to utilize the Arkansas
Lottery Scholarship), the
students with little to no
involvement in their primary education, and students
showing little overall academic enthusiasm. UAFS
does not want the students
who are high achievers, they
want the students that see
college as a checklist objective: simply complete what
is needed for graduation
and move on to menial labor. If UAFS does not want
to cultivate the minds of its
students and push them in
a direction towards excellence, why should we continue to grant UAFS more?
Throughout Arkansas,
we have seen the most intellectual students pack up
and leave to use their talents in more interesting and
fruitful communities. This
phenomenon is ubiquitous
and it is reaping our communities of the most promising individuals, leading
to our Arkansan communities being underserved in
areas such as healthcare,
specialists, and researchers. We need to address this
problem and influence students to stay in the state
and use their talents on the
ground in which they grew
up. We need to stop relying on the southern towns’
nostalgia, safety, and stability to keep promising
students in the state. The
way we can stop this is by
investing more in our students--not through tax but
through the universities
in which they are taught.
UAFS needs to invest in

the students by educating
them in various fields in order to cultivate their interests. Once their interests are
discovered, UAFS needs to
illustrate how the community requires these fields. The
university’s goal to invest as
little as possible in their students reveals their uncaring
attitude toward the community as a whole. Again,
if UAFS will not invest in
their students’ education
and, therefore, benefit the
community with their students’ intellect, why should
Fort Smith invest in them?
We need to influence the
university to invest more
than just the bare minimum
for their students. We can
do this by cutting off their
funding from the city. Universities should look for the
best of their applicants when
admitting them, not--as the
procedure at UAFS--admitting the students with
the least academic enthusiasm. UAFS does not want
to invest in the continued
education of its students,
so why exactly do they
need more of our sales tax?
If the university can show
a concrete plan demonstrating the increased academic
enrichment of its students
and reveal the positive influences of its graduates on
the Fort Smith and overall
Arkansan community, we
should consider gratifying
their accomplishments with
a greater sales tax benefit.
Without this, the university does not deserve more
monetary benefits from our
community for which the
university shows little care.
Local public universities
provide for their community by educating the local
population. In communities all over Arkansas, we
are continually plagued
with
underrepresentation in many vital fields,
UAFS could help us ease
the consequences. The relationship between the giver and beneficiary must be
mutualistic, not parasitic.
Communal
exchanges
are necessary for the continuation of a successful society, but when these exchanges are one-sided, members of
society often become alienated from the beneficiary or
the institution propagating
the communication. Alienation from our local government can produce feelings of
betrayal in our republican
governmental system--such
betrayal condemning the
public to an isolated state.
To avoid such bitter feelings toward the university
or our local government, we
must reject the tax increase
benefiting the university.
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Bernie Sanders and the Fight for A Better America
LIZ FOSTER ’22
MANAGING EDITOR
On Apr. 8, 2020, Senator Bernard Sanders of
Vermont, more affectionately known as Bernie,
officially dropped out of
the presidential race. Following a slew of victories
in the early primaries,
such as winning California, and narrowly losing
by a singular delegate at
the Iowa caucus to Mayor
Pete Buttigieg, Bernie appeared to be defeating the
odds. A Democratic-socialist was in serious contention to be the Democratic
party’s 2020 presidential
candidate. America was
finally “feeling the Bern”
that had been swelling
since his original run for
the White House in 2016.
March’s Super Tuesday
brought this momentum
to a halt as former Vice
President Joseph Biden,
Jr. rocketed to the forefront of the race, quickly
receiving endorsements as
his competitors dropped
out of the race, effectively
securing his position as
the Democratic nominee.
As his official run for
office fizzled out, Bernie Sanders proudly declared that “While this
campaign is coming to an
end, our movement is not.”
And that’s exactly what
the legacy of the Sanders
campaign has left behind.
Head in hands, young progressives admitted defeat
in the face of a safer, more
digestible candidate, but
the fight for more radical ideologies isn’t over. A
lack of endorsements for
Sanders from the Democratic party was merely a
roadblock in a campaign
driven by everyday people. Donating to a politician never crossed my
mind until emails flooded
my inbox asking for just a
few dollars to maybe, just
maybe, change the future.
Transparent
denouncements of the country’s
failures to its people instilled a fighting attitude
and a sense of urgency.
The national prominence of a candidate like
Bernie Sanders speaks to
the need for change that
the young people of the
United States so desperately crave. We are a new
lost generation. Subject
to school shootings, the
rapid progression of climate change, an ever-rising wealth gap, and living in the only wealthy,
sizeable country to not

offer universal healthcare,
Millennials and Zoomers have been continuously failed by a system
that pretends to offer us
all a ladder to success if
only we try hard enough.
A New Yorker article
entitled “Reality Has Endorsed Bernie Sanders”
points to the Trump administration’s failures in
response to the COVID-19
pandemic and the subsequent disparities that
have persisted throughout the pandemic. Columnist
Keeanga-Yamahtta
Taylor writes of the over
forty million poor people throughout the United States who have been
continuously
forgotten
and further deteriorating
through downtrodden economic cycles. A persistent

the House of Representatives from accepting donations from the fossil fuel
industry and encouraging
support for the Green New
Deal. The organization’s
goal is “to stop climate
change and create millions of good jobs in the
process” in conjunction
with this Green New Deal.
Intentionally
named
after President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s original
New Deal, the legislation
aims to rebuild the job
force in the United States
while simultaneously concentrating on solutions
to climate change. The
Green New Deal was first
introduced in 2006 by the
Green New Deal Task
force which sought a commitment to 100% renewable energy by the year

“The United States’ problems will
not disappear merely with a Biden
presidency. First must come a Trump
defeat: next, the revolution.”
rise in housing prices, a
stagnant, unlivable minimum wage, and the growing expense of simply being alive has tarnished
the idea of an attainable
American dream. The government is punishing its
own people for peaceful
protests; gross abuses of
power persist throughout
Capitol Hill, and a burgeoning distrust in our
leaders has left young people clamoring for someone
who can empathize with,
or even relate to, the average American’s struggle.
Politics have never been
sexy. It is an unfriendly
domain filled mostly with
grey-haired men pushing
seemingly archaic policies
and philosophies. But unprecedented times call for
an unprecedented change
in the status quo. The
fight for progress endures
even in the wake of a potential Sanders presidency. Founded in the 2017,
the Sunrise Movement
demonstrates the power
of a revolution spurred by
young people, many who
supported Bernie in the
2020 primaries. Despite
being officially founded
only three years ago, the
Sunrise Movement has
garnered media attention
through organized strikes,
sit-ins, and protests. The
group notably held a sitin at Nancy Pelosi’s office
with the aim of stopping
Democratic members of

2030, free college, and universal healthcare. It grew
in popularity following the
2016 election and in early 2019, Congresswoman
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
of New York and Massachusetts Senator Edward
Markey created their own
Green New Deal resolution, calling for similar
policies from the original
bill along with a focus on
improving the minimum
wage and curbing monopolies. The Green New Deal
has become a key piece of
progressive politics—and
a disturbance to conservatives that maintain that
the economy would crumble in the face of adopting
more eco-friendly policies.
President Trump has repeatedly tried to weaponize support from the
Democratic party for the
proposal into a disastrous
threat to America. Yet,
members of Generation
Z and Millennials persist
in their demands for the
U.S. government to adopt
these necessary policies.
Young
progressives’
pleads for environmental
protections, socioeconomic equality, and adequate,
accessible healthcare have
led to increased public
support for politicians
championing these policies—particularly on social media. Senator Markey and Congresswomen
Ocasio-Cortez have risen
to the mainstream along-

side their party’s unofficial eldest radical Sanders
through their younger audiences. In August, Teen
Vogue highlighted the
feverish support for Markey’s campaign across social media, dubbing him
the “favorite of Gen Z voters in the Massachusetts
Senate race” and partially
attributing his momentum
to this modern appeal to
younger folks. Ocasio-Cortez, often shortened to
“AOC,” also boasts a large
audience on social media
platforms such as Twitter
where her vocal followers
provide feverish support
and her haters deliver vicious attacks. She has become an essential part of
the progressive picture,
often championed alongside Sanders, who she has
dubbed her tio. AOC also
emphasized the continued
fight for a better America as she seconded Sanders’ official nomination at
the Democratic National
Convention, pointing to
the growing need for the
candidate’s policies—particularly in the age of a
COVID-19 pandemic. This
desperation has led some
Democrats towards more
leftist candidates throughout the 2020 election cycle.
Democratic-socialist
candidates Jamaal Bowman of New York and Cori
Bush of Missouri claimed
primary victories over
more traditional party
candidates. The “Squad,”
made up of Representatives Ocasio-Cortez, Omar,
Pressley, and Tlaib, all
prevailed in their respective state primaries in
their 2020 re-election cycles. Democratic socialism
and socialism are polling

more favorably than ever
among Millennials and
Gen Z, and figureheads
like Bernie Sanders continue to rally support
around the ideas believed
to be so ardently in need
of change. The people of
the United States must
grow to accept a recent idiom of Senator Markey’s
that implores citizens “to
start asking what your
country can do for you.”
While some of the
Biden campaign’s more
centrist-leaning
promises like increasing police
funding and continuing
fracking feel a mere skeleton of a dramatic political
shift, young progressives
still must bow their heads
at the voting booth and
cast a ballot for the former
Vice President. The DNC
denied our lost generation
a chance at a 2020 candidate who promised a different future in the face of
despair and disparity. Yet,
the real battle lies outside
of the party’s shortcomings. American democracy
is desperately clinging to
its roots in the face of a
President who refuses to
promise a peaceful transfer of power; we live in a
divided country threatened to be torn apart at
any given moment. In order to sustain the movement thrust into the mainstream by Bernie Sanders,
we must do the proverbial
“settling for Biden.” In
dire straits, pride must be
set aside. The battle may
have been lost, but the war
can yet be won. The United States’ problems will
not disappear merely with
a Biden presidency. First,
must come a Trump defeat; next, the revolution.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, an independent, has long
identified as a Democratic Socialist and served as a spokesman for progressive causes in American politics.
Sanders ran for the nation’s highest office twice: first in
2016 and again in 2020. There was briefly, at Trinity, a Students for Bernie organization and a Democratic Socialist
political organization also developed in the wake of 2016.
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The False Dichotomies of American Politics in 2020
SAM SPENCER ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Perhaps the most irritating false dichotomy
in Western political discourse is that success is a
win-lose scenario and that
the government must do
something to correct it.
In the United States, the
Democrats
promulgate
this view most overtly.
The narrative has been
that the wealthy exploit
the poor and that anyone
who does not support an
expansion of various social
justice programs must not
care for those they claim
to help. Since the Clinton
administration and Blair
premiership, mainstream
progressive
politicians
have tended to downplay their connections
to socialism. However,
people like Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren have revived interest in these philosophies.
While many characterize
Trump as the epitome of
Laissez-faire capitalism,
this could not be further
from the truth. The 2020
Presidential Election has
left many, including me,
feeling frustrated by the
dearth of quality candidates. In the future,
we must demand better.
In my view, the most
inaccurate criticism of
capitalism is that it is in-

herently racist and disadvantages non-Europeans. Early proponents of
capitalism, such as Adam
Smith, were staunchly
opposed to colonial mercantilism and slavery; he
viewed them as opposing
systems to market capitalism. It is naive to pretend
that Smith and others
were perfect people; they
most certainly were not.
However, characterizing
slavery and mercantilism
as inherently capitalist is
simply false. Stripping another human of their rights
is an egregious perversion
of the underlying philosophy. Furthermore, many
socialist philosophers were
horribly bigoted. Marx,
when commenting about
the
Mexican-American
War said, “Is it a misfortune that magnificent California was seized from the
lazy Mexicans who did not
know what to do with it?”
When Marx’s son-inlaw was running for Paris
City Council, Engels said,
“[He had] one eighth or
one twelfth n***** blood…
Being in his quality as a
n*****, a degree nearer
to the rest of the animal
kingdom than the rest of
us, he is undoubtedly the
most appropriate representative of that district.”
Che Guevara wrote that
“The Negro is indolent and
lazy and spends his mon-

ey on frivolities, whereas the European is forward-looking,
organized
and
intelligent
[sic].”
Yet Communist Revolutionaries are seen as heroes of racial minorities.
Another factual mischaracterization is that
central economic planning does favors for the
proletariat. Claiming to
eradicate class and poverty, the USSR plunged
millions
into
poverty
and starvation while the
elites lived like royalty.
Some claim this was
not “real” communism,
but I have yet to hear
a convincing argument
as to why that is true.
Conversely, free-market capitalism has lifted
nations out of poverty
while simultaneously benefiting those of us living in
wealthy countries. Trump
claims that the United
States loses when production occurs outside of
our borders. To me, that
is ridiculous. In fairness,
China’s disregard for human rights and free trade
is certainly problematic.
However, we have been
enjoying a much greater variety of products at
a much lower cost. In my
view, purchasing power is
the best measure of real
wealth. Price drops are
also additionally impressive against the backdrop

of inflation. Trade protectionism and labor unions
make this significantly
more difficult. Housing
and healthcare services
have not followed these

their family than caring
for the environment. Once
their region industrializes, they will have the time
and resources to conserve.
While it is not optimal, I

“Going forward, we need to
expect more from our highest leaders because America
deserves better than Biden,
Trump, and the two-party system.”
trends, which is certainly
problematic. However, if
the government would roll
back harmful regulations
in these areas, I am willing
to bet that we would see a
price drop in these sectors.
Many environmentalists claim that capitalism is the enemy of environmentalism. In my
view, the data does not
support this assumption.
The Kuznets Curve
shows that in the initial
stages of economic development, the environment
does indeed worsen. Yet at
a certain level, the curve
inverts. Intuitively, this
makes sense to people not
privileged enough to be
born in a country like the
United States. A struggling subsistence farmer
is going to be more concerned with providing for

prefer to see the developing world burn more coal
in the short run if it means
they can live like we do.
Considering that former Vice President Biden
and President Trump support so many destructive
polices, it is only natural
to feel disheartened. In my
view, immigration is a net
positive for the economy,
nuclear energy is a superb
way to generate green
electricity, trade with China can be a win-win, policing does need reform, etc.
Even though they each
agree with some of the
aforementioned
points,
they both reject others.
Going forward, we need
to expect more from our
highest leaders because
America deserves better
than Biden, Trump, and
the
two-party
system.

A Silence Surrounding Disability Rights in the Election
JAYMIE BIANCA ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I normally keep my political leanings private,
but this issue is far too important to remain silent.
I was waiting for the
topic of disability policy to be debated during
both
presidential
debates. It never happened.
I was waiting for the
topic of disability policy to be debated during
the vice-presidential debate. It never happened.
I’ll be honest: I’m tired
of waiting. I’m tired of my
twin brother Brandon, who
is on the Autism Spectrum,
and other people like him
remaining absolutely last
on the list when it comes
to human rights. Have you
heard of sub-minimum
wage? It’s found in section 14C of the Fair Labor
Standards Act. It basically states that people with
disabilities can be paid less
than their typical coworkers, even though they are
doing the exact same job.

Therefore, it’s perfectly legal for Brandon to be
paid less than someone
who is typically developing. Even if he performs
the job at the same level
as the typically developing person, it’s still legal to
pay him less. It’s still legal.
This happens because
people with disabilities
have always been last on
the list concerning human

ple with disabilities were
left in horrid conditions.
No one cared about them
enough to help them grow
or to nurture them. Additionally, there were horrid
experiments in which disabled persons were used as
test subjects. For example,
parents who opted to have
their children participate
in a Hepatitis A experiment
were given priority to the

“I’m tired of people with disabilities constantly being left
out of the human rights conversation. It’s discriminatory,
and more progress will never
be made.”
rights. They were locked
in asylums as early as the
1980s. They were abused,
starved, and left to die. This
sounds extreme, but according to research, it did happen. Take the Willowbrook
School for example. Peo-

Willowbrook School. Essentially, people with disabilities were injected with
the virus for experimental
purposes. Parents often
opted into the experiment
because their child was given priority for admittance

to the school if they did.
This sends chills down my
spine. People with disabilities weren’t regarded as
human—or living beings for
that matter. They were seen
as disposable test subjects.
While we have made
significant progress as far
as equity in education and
the workplace for people
with disabilities, we still
have quite a long way to
go. I’m tired of people with
disabilities constantly being
left out of the human rights
conversation. It’s discriminatory, and more progress
will never be made if disability policy isn’t at the top
of the agendas of America’s
most powerful politicians. I
want Brandon to grow up
in a world where he gets
paid a minimum wage, not
a sub-minimum wage. I
want him to grow up in a
world where he won’t be
chased by the police because they won’t know why
he may be running away
or not responding to him.
I want him to grow up in
a world where he won’t be

denied an organ transplant
because of his disability
(this happens all the time.
People with disabilities
are last on the list of organ
transplants because they
are deemed “unworthy”).
This seems rather preposterous, but this happened
in the past. I want Brandon to grow up in a world
where people don’t judge or
assume things about him
because he’s autistic. He’s
smart beyond measure.
My twin and best
friend are the reasons I
fight for equality for people with disabilities. I’m
tired of these rights never being talked about. I’m
tired of them being neglected. Disability rights
should be a human rights
priority, yet it is an issue
that is always looked over.
I’ll continue fighting for
Brandon’s rights and the
rights of my friends for as
long as I am on this planet.
Let’s push disability rights
from the bottom of the agenda to the top. Let’s talk about
it. Let’s make some change.
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If Dems Pack the Court, the GOP Will Follow Suit
KIP LYNCH ’22
NEWS EDITOR
I’ve never been a fan
of President Trump. Like
many Democrats, I think
that he embodies the very
opposite of what one looks
for in a president. He continually erodes the trust
that Americans have in
their institutions and as
such, I originally leaned
towards voting for a Democrat for president. I voted
for Joe Biden in the Democratic primaries in the
belief that he was the best
choice to unite our country, in contrast to the other candidates who seemed
to have little interest in
reaching across the aisle.
Although my faith in him
to lead the Democratic Party and unite these divided
states faltered with his lack
of leadership during the
George Floyd protests, his
actions and the actions of
his fellow Democrats when
it comes to the nomination
of Amy Coney Barrett and
the issue of court packing
sealed my vote. Not only
have the Democrats denounced her nomination as
illegitimate despite precedent and legal procedure,
but they eroded American

to imagine what Biden’s
idea of “bipartisan” really
means. Left-leaning academics often advocate for
the idea of judicial activism, which is a way of interpreting the Constitution by considering social
implications of handing
down decisions. On its face,
this doesn’t sound too bad.
Shouldn’t judges consider
how their decisions might
affect the lives of ordinary
Americans? The only issue
with this judicial philosophy is that politics often
come into play where either a left or right-leaning
judge will interpret the
law within the context of
their own beliefs, thereby
accepting or rejecting the
legitimacy of certain laws.
By upholding or striking
down laws based on their
own political preferences,
judges are essentially legislating. This is not their
job. They do not represent
the people of the United
States and thus have no
authority to legislate on
behalf of the American people. That is the job of Congress. Democrats have a
right to fear what a conservative Court may do, but
this only further illustrates
the weak foundation of

“While I disagree with both
Democrats and Republicans
on a great many issues, I always hoped that the Democrats
could restore civility to the hallowed halls of our government.”
trust in the Supreme Court
as they increasingly accuse
it of partisanship. While I
disagree with both Democrats and Republicans on
a great many issues, I always hoped that the Democrats could restore civility to the hallowed halls of
our government. I criticize
the Democratic Party because I have higher expectations for them. If the
Democrats are truly better than the Republicans
as they no doubt believe,
then they should act like it.
At first glance, Joe
Biden’s recent announcement that, if elected, he
will create a bipartisan
commission of constitutional scholars to explore
options for judicial reform
sounds like a great idea.
He again avoided the issue of court packing in an
attempt to keep moderates
and the far-left in the fold.
However, given that academics as a whole heavily
lean Democrat, I shudder

Democratic policy. Instead
of properly passing laws
through the legislature,
Democrats have increasingly opted for legislating
policy through the courts.
If Joe Biden were to expand the Supreme Court,
he can actually point to
precedent, unlike with the
nomination of Amy Coney
Barrett. John Adams removed, and Thomas Jefferson subsequently added,
one seat to the Court. With
the addition of two federal
circuit districts, Andrew
Jackson added two seats.
The GOP under Abraham Lincoln reduced the
number of southern and
increased the number of
northern districts to shape
the Court in his favor after
Chief Justice Roger Taney
continually attempted to
restrict the authority of the
President in responding to
the secession of the Confederate states (one might
refer to Taney’s decisions
as judicial activism). He

also delivered the majority decision in Dred Scott
v. Sanford, where the court
ruled that African Americans were not and could
not be considered citizens.
The last president who
considered packing the Supreme Court was Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who
was frustrated over the
Court’s consistent rulings
against his New Deal policies. Justice Owen Roberts,
who initially voted against
Roosevelt’s policies, chose
to sacrifice his judicial beliefs in order to save the legitimacy of the Court. I am
fully capable of accepting
Joe Biden’s legal ability to
add seats to the Supreme
Court if he is elected. I may
criticize it as a further division inflicted upon our
country, but I would not
believe it to be illegitimate.
Could the Democrats do
the same if the roles were
reversed? Thus far, they
have proven that they cannot. They are as hypocritical as Trump is dishonest.
While I accept the ability of Biden to pack the
court should he win the
election, I obviously do not
support such a decision. I
am, therefore, highly suspicious, of the way he and
Kamala Harris have avoided the issue. His campaign
is smart and has likely advised him that making any
clear decision could alienate either moderate or farleft voters. His refusal to
answer the voters on this
issue deserves criticism on
two counts. First, his statement that voters “don’t
deserve” an answer to the
issue of court packing was
ridiculous and condescending. Voters have the right to
make informed decisions,
and his decision not to inform them risks alienating
moderate voters, which is
what counts in an election.
Who else will the far-left
vote for unless they want
four more years of Trump?
Second, given his previous stance on the issue
and his fear of alienating
far-left voters, Biden risks
the voters viewing him as
someone who shifts political views based on what’s
fashionable and what is
not. He already does this
especially with regard to
abortion but, nevertheless,
the image of someone who
constantly shifts policy
views is still not good look.
Although
Democrats
seem so bent on fulfilling
the supposed dying wish
of Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
they are completely willing to ignore the fact that

she refused to retire and
ensure a liberal seat under
Obama and ignore her remarks on FDR: “I think it
was a bad idea when President Franklin Roosevelt
tried to pack the court.”
If Joe Biden were truly
interested in uniting the
country, he would recognize President Trump’s legal right to nominate Amy
Coney Barrett even though
it does not favor him or
his party. Furthermore, he
should disavow Schumer’s
“protest” and Senator Sheldon Whitehouse’s choice to
completely ignore Barrett
and give a presentation
on dark money. I should
mention that the focus of
his criticism is two conservative organizations, the
Federalist Society and the
Judicial Crisis Network,
whose revenues are easily dwarfed by the left’s
Arabella Advisors, which
“raked in $1.2 billion in the
2018 electoral cycle alone,
compared with $502 million
raised by the Democratic
and Republican National

Committees
combined,”
according to an op-ed in
the Wall Street Journal.
Should Joe Biden and
the Democrats decide to
pack the Supreme Court,
they should know that their
party has a terrible record
when it comes to policies
backfiring. Democrats may
despise Trump’s ability to
fill the courts rapidly with
his Federalist Society nominees, but his ability to do so
is all thanks to Harry Reid,
who altered a long-standing Senate rule to overcome
filibusters by a simple majority rather than 60 votes
in 2013. If the Democrats
add seats to the Court,
they pave the way for Republicans to do the same.
I close with another
statement from Justice
Ginsburg: “If anything
would make the Court look
partisan, it would be thatone side saying, ‘When
we’re in power, we’re going
to enlarge the number of
judges, so we would have
more people who would vote
the way we want them to.’”

Eat the Rich,
Feed the Poor
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Trump is a rapist,
Biden is too.
Who shall I pick?
What shall I do?
The world is dying,
It seems that we’re screwed.
Not to worry though,
We can all push through,
And if we do not,
Then I guess we will rot.
Right?
Wrong.
Failure is not a choice,
We must fight together,
Unite as one voice,
Fight against the oppressors.
But where did that spirit go?
Will it ever come back?
As long as we’re in this puppet show,
We will always backtrack.
Power to the people,
A true democracy,
Our only chance to be peaceful
Is through Anarchy.
So bring out the guillotines,
Be sure the blades are clean
Because the rich we are hunting,
The revolution is coming.

-Maciek Pradziad ’23

TRIPOD ELECTION 2020
Electoral Polling Consensus Map: Biden Favored
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Swing States We’re Watching: Pennsylvania, Florida
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TRIPOD ELECTION 2020
Tripod Alternative: A Possible Trump Victory
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Swing States 2020: Arizona, Michigan, and More

Mail-In Voting: Historical Facts in U.S. Elections
Absentee voting was first
implemented on a large scale
for the 1864 presidential
election when Union soldiers
voted under the supervision
of clerks or state officials.

California became the first
state to allow voters to apply
for an absentee ballot without
having to provide an excuse
in 1978.

In 1995, Oregon conducted
the first entirely mail-in federal primary election.
In 1996, Oregon conducted
the first mail-only general
election.

In the 2016 presidential
election, approximately 25%
of voters cast their votes using
ballots mailed to them.
In 2020, 62.1 million ballots
had been cast by mail, up
significantly from only 33 million mail-in ballots in 2016.

Prior to the pandemic, five
states – Colorado, Hawaii,
Oregon, Washington, and
Utah – were already holding
entirely mail-in elections.
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While Trump Has Mishandled The Importance of
Science in 2020
COVID, Biden Has Proven to
Be a Leader in a Time of Crisis
MADDIE RECKER ’23
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

OLIVIA PAPP ’23
FEATURES EDITOR
The upcoming election
between the presidential
candidate, Joe Biden, and
current President Donald
Trump, is arguably one
of the most crucial elections in American history. Each candidate, with
vastly disparate visions
for the United States, have
led long and strong campaigns, leaving citizens
uncertain of the winner
come election day. Though
Joe Biden has remained
in the lead, citi-zens are
wary of trusting the polls,
given that they projected
Hillary Clinton handily
defeating Donald Trump
in 2016, which turned
out to not be the case.
This election year is
especially unique, as it is
centered around an unprecedented crisis that,
to most of the population,
was not foreseen. Since
the outbreak of the novel
coronavirus in late December of 2019, the virus has
since become a focal point
in American politics. Whoever wins the election will
have presented the best
plan to contain COVID-19.
Donald Trump, back in
February, said “Now the
Democrats are politicizing
the coronavirus.” If there
is anything Trump is right
about, it certainly was
that. COVID-19 became an
overnight sensation that
caused mayhem in Washington D.C. Aside from
decimating the population,
this virus furthered political polarization across
party lines to an obscene
degree. While Democrats
deemed following CDC
mandates to preserve lives
a priority, Republicans
thought keeping Ameri-ca
open was more important.
The political divide had
become real and damaging to our national morale.
With the United States
forced into a shutdown
during the early stages
of the virus, the re-sulting absence of the economy was apparent, and
the repercussions deadly.
On the other hand, keeping America open forces citizens to risk their
lives each day in a world
where the virus remains
a significant unknown.
With a fast-approaching winter, the CDC is expecting the lethal effects
of COVID-19 to take many
more lives and the virus to
continue to spread across
the country. The United
States remains in the lead

by a significant measure
regarding the global coronavirus death count. This
appalling statistic is due
to political leaders, such
as Trump, who are making the distinction that
keeping America open
is more important than
keeping Americans safe.
Following
President
Donald Trump’s inevitable
positive COVID-19 test,
his main advice to the public was to not be fearful. In
a tweet, Trump articulated
his thoughts on the virus
that has rendered over one
million people dead on a
global scale. “Don’t let it
dominate your life,” Trump
wrote. Setting an example after he returned, still
infectious, to the White
House from Walter Reed
National Military Medical
Center, Trump took off his
mask after landing by helicopter. In each of Trump’s
rallies, he has continued
to extol the crucial importance of keeping the economy alive. Refusing to wear
a mask during rallies,
Trump set an example for
his supporters to also not
wear masks, which naturally has led to continued
outbreaks of COVID-19
nationwide.
It’s important to note
that Trump has access to
leading medicine along
with the best medical care
the world has to offer. This
care is not accessible to every citizen. Not to mention,
the coronavirus is affecting
each person differently.
The coronavirus certainly
has negative effects on people with pre-existing medical conditions. Therefore,
it is ludicrous for the President of the United States of
America, with such a powerful and influential voice,
to take a relaxed stance
and advise the world to not
be afraid of the coronavirus. Donald Trump’s rhetoric and leadership is the
core reason why the United States has the highest
COVID-19 induced death
count in the world. During
the final Presidential debate, Trump offered his
thoughts on the coronavirus, saying that, “We’re
learning to live with it, we
have no choice. We can’t
lock ourselves up in a basement like Joe does. 99.9%
of people recover. We have
to recover. We can’t close
up our nation or you’re not
going to have a nation.”
This is the exact rhetoric Donald Trump has
been spouting throughout
his campaign. Alt-hough
Trump admitted to journal-

ist Bob Woodward during
an interview that the
coronavirus was, “deadly
stuff,” he said he wanted
to “always play it down. I
still like playing it down
because I don’t want to
create a panic.” Ultimately, his leadership on this
matter has resulted in the
loss of more than 220,000
American lives and countless more mourning families who contend with
the loss of their loved one.
Joe Biden clearly frowns
upon Donald Trump’s leadership and has stated that
“he knowingly and willingly lied about the threat
[the coronavirus] posed to
the country for months.
He had the information.
He knew how dangerous it
was. And while this deadly disease ripped through
our nation, he failed to
do his job on purpose.”
Since the start of the
virus, Biden has vocally
been deeply concerned.
His priority has been taking each preventive measure to save American
lives. In stark contrast to
Trump’s campaign tactics,
Joe Biden and his running
mate, Kamala Harris,
were always seen wearing
masks. Also, Biden canceled many campaign rallies. Back in June, Biden,
said, “I’m going to follow
the doc’s orders, not just for
me but for the country.... I
won’t be holding rallies.”
Each presidential candidate has handled the
coronavirus in strategic,
yet different, ways. Since
the virus has been heavily politicized, the plan regarding the containment of
the disease will play a substantial role in who wins
this election. In my opinion, the answer is clear. If
Donald Trump takes office
for another four years, it
is a fact that he is going to
keep reiterating that we do
not fear the coronavirus.
With Trump secured in office, American citizens will
continue to die at alarming
rates until a safe and successful vaccine is created.
On the contrary, Joe
Biden plans to follow the
orders of the director of
the National Insti-tute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Dr. Anthony Fauci.
Biden plans to maintain
comprehensive COVID-19
guidelines to save his fellow Americans.
Biden
plans to continue to emphasize the imperativeness
of masks. He will take this
virus seriously for the good
of the people as opposed
to our sitting president.

In the 2020 election,
there are a multitude of
policy issues that are of
importance, from immigration, to healthcare for all,
to racial inequality. While
all of these issues need to be
addressed, two of the main
issues on the minds of voters, and particularly young
voters, is the response to
the COVID-19 pandemic,
as well as the plans of the
candidates to tackle climate
change. These are two issues that are based first
and foremost in science!
These are also two issues
that President Trump has
ignored the basic science on

and rightfully so. He has
failed to listen to scientists’
recommendations
about precautions that
should be taken, such as
wearing a mask, social
distancing, and aggressive testing and contact
tracing. He has also refused to acknowledge the
seriousness of the virus,
holding largely mask-less
rallies for his supporters
and putting people at undue risk. On his campaign
website, I could not find
any information whatsoever about his COVID-19
plan, which is utterly astounding and quite honestly, pathetic! On Friday, Oct. 30, our country
logged the highest num-

“In order to potentially save
hundreds of thousands of
lives... it is essential to vote
for a candidate who respects
science... not science-fiction.”
and has instead made his
own policy that is harmful
to his own constituents and
to the entire planet as well.
There is an overwhelming
consensus from scientists
that our planet is warming
and doing so at an alarming
rate due to the actions (and
inactions) of humans. The
United Nations has consistently released reports
warning of irreversible damage by 2050. However, in his
first term, President Trump
has not made efforts to mitigate this crisis, and instead
he has relaxed regulations
on the coal and oil industries and pulled the United
States out of the Paris Climate Agreement. His policy for climate change and
environmental protection,
in general, is to relax regulations implemented by the
Obama Administration. He
has thus gained the approval of and, by extension, the
money of big oil companies.
However, according to Joe
Biden’s website, he plans
to commit to making the
United States 100% clean
energy by 2050 through a
series of implementation requirements and government
incentives. He also plans to
re-enter the country into the
Paris Climate Agreement.
Another important issue that has been facing
the Trump Administration
is the COVID-19 pandemic. There has been considerable criticism from both
scientists and other politicians on how the President
has handled the pandemic,

ber of new COVID-19
cases since the pandemic
began. That should not
happen nine months into
this pandemic. We know
what needs to be done,
but our current federal
leadership refuses to do
it. The country is in the
middle of a pandemic that
is not going away, and
President Trump does
not have a plan laid out
to the public. Conversely,
on Joe Biden’s website,
there is an entire tab for
COVID-19, and the first
thing it says when you
click on it is to trust the
science. He also lays out
a seven-step plan to combat the coronavirus while
keeping Americans safe.
Looking at the candidates in comparison
on these two issues, it is
clear that Joe Biden is a
man of facts who trusts
science and will follow
the
recommendations
made by scientists when
developing his policies.
Conversely, it is clear
that President Trump has
avoided scientific fact at
every turn in his presidency, showing no plans
to change this if re-elected. He is much more concerned with what he sees
as in his own best interests. In order to potentially save hundreds of thousands of lives, both now
and in the future, it is essential to vote for a candidate who respects science
and will follow scientific
fact, not science-fiction.
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When Grandpa Just Won’t Shut Up: Advice For
Students Who Disagree With Their Families
KATIE CERULLE ’22
AND
BAILEY MCKEON ’22
FEATURES EDITORS
With
tensions
surrounding
the
election,
the
Tripod provides a
helpful guide to talking
politics with your family.
1. Don’t Be Defensive:
It’s easy to be offended by
opinions that oppose your
own, especially when these
opinions strike a moral
chord. Although this reaction is natural, it’s important to maintain your composure. If someone in your
family makes a comment or
prompts you with the subject of politics, before jumping at them, take a breath.
Use this quick moment to
rethink your immediate response. Ask yourself, by saying this, would I be engaging
in a productive conversation? If the answer is no, try
to come up with a more effective way to communicate
your thoughts or opinions.
2. Be Respectful: Although differing opinions
can be upsetting and frustrating, disrespectful words
or actions will only do more
harm than good. In keeping your composure, remember to respect other’s
opinions as much as you’d
want them to respect your
own. If you are disrespectful, your family members
will disregard any valid
points you make and only
reflect upon your impolite
manner. If your goal is to

engage in a worthwhile dialogue, respect is necessary.
3. Have Evidence to Support Your Points: Having
claims is great, but when
facing stubborn relatives,
they may only consider
hard evidence. If you’re preparing for a conversation,
make sure you know how
to support your points. Unfortunately, there can be a
difficult dynamic when discussing politics with family members because those
that are older than you
may disregard your opinion simply because of your
age. Your claims are more
likely to be heard when
you demonstrate accurate
and consistent knowledge.
4. Be an Active Listener: The key to a valuable
discussion stems from listening. Conversation itself
is contingent upon both
speaking and listening. You
aren’t going to be surrounded by people who agree
with you for your entire life.
Even though you may not
want to, you need to hear
the opposing side. When
you listen, be patient. Show
them that you are interested in what they have to say
by using nonverbal cues
such as open body language
and eye contact. Above all,
actually listen to what they
have to say rather than
tuning out immediately.
Your argument may become
even stronger by using their
own points against them!

5. Address Your Commonalities and Differences:
Although stark differences
in opinion can be blinding,
remember that you may
agree upon more than you
realize. Establish common
ground. Take time to recognize points of agreement
and separate those from
points of disagreement. Reflecting in this way can help
you maintain your relationship beyond the debate.
Not to mention, you may be
able to use points of agreement in your argument to
undermine their claims.
6. Don’t Lead with Emotion: Politics can be a very
emotionally charged topic.
Putting too much emotion
behind your words can blur
your opinions with your feelings. Although your emotions are always valid, your
argument will be delivered
most effectively if you keep
them in check. If you feel
the conversation becoming
emotionally driven, reset.
Try to bring yourself back to
the foundational points of
your opinion. Doing this will
strengthen your claims and
keep the discussion open. If
you do speak out of your anger or frustration, don’t be
afraid to take a break from
the discussion and step up
and apologize if necessary.
7. Pick Your Battles: Every topic is going to seem
like the most important one
when you are passionate
about what you believe in.
Despite this, it’s important
to select a few that you feel
both confident speaking on

and compelled to address.
If you’re surrounded by political discussion frequently, know the best times to
outwardly disagree. Not all
disagreements will breed
productive
conversation,
so picking a few that seem
more prevalent and pressing will cultivate more appreciation for your opinion.
8. Work Toward Having
a Real Dialogue: Having an
open attitude will create a
better atmosphere for effective communication and
learning. Tell your family
members that you do care
about having these discussions. This may encourage
them to engage with more
understanding and honesty. Reflect on your own
intent as well. Little dialogues like these have the
power to influence someone’s mindset and open
the possibility for change.
9. Try to Learn Something: Remember that you
enter dialogues like these in
an attempt to explain and
educate. Likely, the other
party enters the discussion
with the same intent. Keeping an open mind goes a long
way because it demonstrates
a genuine interest to understand the issues in conversation. Learning will only make
you more equipped to talk
about politics in the future.
10. Don’t Shy Away from
Important
Conversations:
Arguments aren’t always everyone’s cup of tea, especially when they are with people
you may share a home, a fam-

ily, or a close bond with.
Nonetheless, this conflict
is important. Change
takes place in small-scale
interactions like these.
Think of it as an opportunity for growth rather
than strife. Additionally,
exercising your voice is an
incredibly valuable and
essential life skill, so practicing this with the people
closest to you is a good
place to start. Even if you
don’t know how to formulate or express your argument, simply asking them
to elaborate on their own
beliefs can be a great way
to start the conversation.
11. Know When to End
the Conversation: Sometimes discussions can become overwhelming or
overly heated. These instances make it difficult, if
not impossible, for healthy
dialogue. If you reach a
point of extreme tension,
take a step back. A break
is not a loss and it does
not mean that the conversation cannot be opened
back up again. Gain your
composure and communicate to the other party
that you think it would
be best to pause the conversation and both step
away. Once you step away,
reflect on what led to the
conversation’s climax. Acknowledge your faults and
consider what you could
do differently next time.
12. Don’t Forget to
Vote: Tell your family “See ya at the polls!”

On the Lack of Political Discourse on Trinity’s Campus
MAURA KEARY ’22
FEATURES EDITOR
Every student experiences just one election
year during their time
in college — and 2020
happens to be one of the
biggest years. However,
speaking solely from my
experience so far this semester, campus has been
rather quiet. Open discussions about the election
and the candidates are
hard to come by, especially
between opposing parties.
There have not been political talks, rallies, or even
posters hung. Not only
that, but there are little
to no visual signs showing that a presidential
election is about to occur.
Although someone would

be more likely to spot a
Joe Biden sign in a Crescent window than, say, a
Donald Trump flag, there
still seems to be a lack of
political openness or willingness to discuss opinions. Students are keeping
quiet on campus, which
is surprising, considering
the age group of 18-24year olds seem to be the
most vocal on social media than any other group.
It shouldn’t come as
a surprise to know that
the majority of the online
vocalists are the more
left-leaning students. It is
easy to tell from the posts
that constantly bash the
president, the appointment of Justice Amy Coney Barrett, and any other
media that presents con-

servatives in a positive
light. Those posts have
been streaming across Instagram stories for months
now, but is all this social
media “activism” doing
anything for society? I
would have to argue no.
It would be much more
beneficial to young voters and students to have
meaningful conversations
on campus regarding politics and the election. These
meaningful conversations
would demand students
to become educated in the
important issues and find
out the facts about the
presidential
candidates
and their campaigns. It
is not enough to come
across a headline and assume that it is the truth;
students must read, chal-

lenge, and discuss ideas
to find what is truly accurate. It provides no good to
hide behind the thoughts
of others on social media.
Further,
regardless
of party affiliation, students should be able to
feel comfortable in voicing
which presidential candidate they support. From
my own experience, most
Biden supporters will willingly discuss who they
voted for. For conservatives though, it is not the
same. I know numerous
people who feel they cannot openly say that they
are voting for Trump—
and that is out of fear of
the harsh reactions and
backlash they will knowingly receive from the left.
I find it disturbing that

there are voters out there
who feel like they need to
hide their own views from
others. They think they
need to hide their views
that support the man who
has been in office for the
last four years and who
has made great strides
for the United States.
The right to vote should
make you proud to voice
your candidate selection.
The campus climate
has turned into an environment of silent hostility, instead of becoming a
space for conversation and
voicing differing ideas.
I say, voice your opinions under the freedom
of speech. It is essential,
especially in a time as
interesting, exciting, and
important as this election.
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Thoughts on Activism: Comparing 2020 to 2016
KAT NAMON ’22
MANAGING EDITOR
Lately, I have been
thinking a lot about what
the election back in 2016
was like to witness. I was
16 years old and a junior at
Hotchkiss, where all of my
peers seemed to have all of
their political views nailed
down by the ripe age of 14.
I remember having a fair-

control and abortion, but
fiscal conservatism made
sense to me. This is very
typical of a teenage girl at a
liberal high school in Connecticut. I was going along
with what my parents had
taught me, which granted I
still believe, but I did not actually care. In fact, I could
not have cared less prior
to that election. And why
would I have? Nothing was

“The
Trump
presidency
served as a wake-up call for
me and many others, pushing us to realize that sitting
idly by is not acceptable, and
it is not an option anymore.”
ly weak stance on socially
liberal beliefs, because I
felt like the things I was
taught by my parents about
healthcare, women’s rights,
and racial injustice just
made sense. To me, it was
about being able to tell the
difference between right
and wrong, but I understood where a lot of conservative beliefs came from.
I personally did not agree
with most conservative
views on issues like gun

affecting me; I had a roof
over my head, my father
was employed and received
a family healthcare package because of his job, my
family was healthy, and I
was pursuing a high school
diploma at a private boarding school. I had no opinion because I did not need
to have one. This changed
when I was exposed to
more as time went on, and
it changed with the outcome of the 2016 election.

Watching it all play out like
a reality show shook me as I
saw someone who now bears
the title of President of the
United States make digs at
female reporters and accuse
them of anger menstruation.
The Trump presidency
served as a wake-up call for
me and many others, pushing
us to realize that sitting idly
by is not acceptable, and it is
not an option anymore. The
deeply divided United States
asks a lot of young people,
as it requires us all to wake
up and participate in the political sphere of things. For
some people this is too much
to ask and to those people I
say this; grow up. Even if you
are not directly affected by
the choices that our current
president makes, someone
you know or indirectly know
is. Regardless of what stage
you are in in hashing out
what you believe, who you
support, or what you find is
right versus wrong, it is time
to sit down with yourself and
figure that out because lots
of people’s lives are going to
be changed by whatever the
outcome of this election is.
Even if we are “settling for
Biden,” we are settling for
someone who has not called
neo-Nazis and racists “very

fine people.” We are settling for someone who has
not, when referring to the
“Me Too” movement, offered the sentiment that
“you’ve got to deny, deny,
deny and push back on
these women. If you admit to anything and any
culpability, then you’re
dead. … You’ve got to be

mate with the coronavirus
showing no signs of slowing
down in the near future.
The only way I believe I can
tangibly make a difference
right now is by voting the
man who has made it all
worse, and will continue
to make it worse, out of office. Your refusal to participate in politics, regardless

“Your refusal to participate
in politics, regardless of the
rationalization or reason you
tell yourself to justify your actions, has a negative outcome
for someone in this country.”
strong. You’ve got to be
aggressive. You’ve got to
push back hard. You’ve got
to deny anything that’s
said about you. Never
admit.” Instead, we are
voting for someone who
chose to run with a black
woman, a decision we
would never see Trump
make in a million years.
I am not entirely sure
how to relay all of my
thoughts on the state
of women in the United
States, the systemic racism, and the current cli-

of the rationalization or
reason you tell yourself to
justify your actions, has a
negative outcome for someone in this country. That
someone could be a black
man gunned down for going for a jog around his
neighborhood or a young
woman not ready to have a
child and seeking an abortion in a state where the
practice is banned, just to
name a few examples. Part
of growing up is taking a
step back and realizing not
everything is about you.

Four Reasons On Why It’s Okay Not to Vote This Year
GORDY LEECH ’23
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Despite what Instagram, Snapchat, and YouTube advertisements may
tell you, it is okay not to
vote. It’s exactly what
I’m doing this year. From
my family, friends, and
commercials on TV, I’ve
heard many responses to
my position of not voting,
and I will address the top
four of them here, as well
as outline my additional reasons to not vote.
1.
It’s
un-American! People have died
for your right to vote!
Yes, it’s true that people have died for my right
to vote; there’s no denying
that. However, just because people have died for a
cause does not mean that I
must be compelled towards
a certain action. By using
that logic, the Nazis that
died for the proliferation
of the Aryan race should
compel me to live a life of
racial hatred. I think this
is a little different though
because I find the individuals who fought to establish
the United States heroic
because they also fought
for my right not to vote.
Individuals in the USSR
didn’t have this right, as

there was compulsory voting. Having the freedom
to vote doesn’t mean that
you have to, and the freedom not to vote is one that
we can take for granted.

2. Don’t you want to
have a say in who’s going
to be the next president?
To address this point,
we need to address the
premise of it: having a say
in the Presidential Election. It is an undeniable
fact that our votes don’t
have any say inside the
election. There is a 1 in
60,000,000 (that’s 60 Million) chance that our individual vote will swing the
election. You’re more likely to be hit by lightning…
twice! Now in some states
the odds do get better, but
not by much. Residents
of New Mexico have the
best odds of swaying an
election: 1 in 6.1 million.
This isn’t about everyone
voting, but this is about
YOU and your one vote.
3. If you don’t vote,
you don’t get to complain!
By consenting to the
current political two-party
system, it may actually be
more principled and give
you more right to complain
than someone who casts
their vote for the “lesser

of the two evils.” It’s okay to
believe that all voting does is
continue to support the system that you morally oppose.

4. “60% ain’t gonna get it
done” – NFL Votes 60% PSA
Do we want 100% of the
population voting? One of
the additional reasons I’m
not voting is because I don’t
feel that I’m well enough informed to make a good decision. If a large part of those
who vote are uninformed,
wouldn’t that substantially hurt the integrity of our
election outcomes? After all,
if you’re a Republican, you
think 50% of the United
States are uniformed voters
and you think the people
they put into power are detrimental to our country and
the same holds true for Democrats. After the debates, I
heard from 50% of people
that Trump is a racist idiot
and that Biden is an incoherent, senile old man from the
other. If the remaining 40%
of voters are swayed to vote
by an ad campaign with celebrities, are those really the
intellectuals that we want
deciding elections? I’m not
saying that we shouldn’t allow people to vote, I’m just
saying that 100% voter participation isn’t necessarily a
mark of a successful democracy. Some people may tell

me that I ought to put in
time and effort into informing my decision, but
I have a lot of work to do
as many others do. Is the
cost of becoming a perfectly informed voter really
worth the benefit of a 1
in 60 million chance my
vote sways the election?

Additional
Reasons I’m Not Voting:
I do not feel represented by any of the candidates. Although I could
write in, the costs versus
benefits are not exactly
in my favor to do the research and identify the
one person in the US who
does represent my beliefs
that isn’t out there actively campaigning and finding a spot on the ballot.
I also believe that there
is just as much voice in
not voting as there is in
voting. By not voting, I
am signaling that there
are votes to be won if we
change the political path
that we have been on for
my observable lifetime. I
also don’t want to have responsibility for something
terrible that happens.
Let’s say that I would’ve
voted for Clinton, giving
him my personal endorsement. He then goes on to
reduce the Federal Bud-

get deficit, and I am happy
that I was partly responsible for that. He then goes
on to have an affair with
a White House intern. I’m
not morally comfortable
with being partly responsible for that. The same can
be said for Trump, too, and
virtually any president
that has ever been elected.
Ultimately,
I’m
not
telling you not to vote. In
fact, if you want to, I encourage you to, because I
think it’s really great that
we have the right both to
vote as well as not to vote.
It’s not crazy to not want
to vote for “we’re going to
have to see what happens
about a peaceful transition of power” Trump or
“you’ll have to elect me to
find out” about packingthe-court Biden. Voting
is not what makes you a
good citizen. Most positive
change in our society is
not done through political
means, but maybe by creating a COVID-19 vaccine,
starting a business, or volunteering. All I’m saying
is that those who are sympathetic to the sentiments
that I have expressed, it’s
okay not to vote. If anyone tries to bully you into
voting, don’t let that affect
you and know that you
at least have my respect.
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Vote to Protect the USPS
ALINA RYAN ’22
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
An individual’s right
to vote in the upcoming
national elections may be
compromised if the Trump
Administration’s
push
for privatizing the United States Postal Service
(USPS) succeeds. Millions
of Americans, including
Connecticut
residents,
will send their ballots by
mail this year to avoid
any unnecessary and potential exposure to the
coronavirus, but undermining the USPS may
delegitimize crucial votes.
Privatizing the USPS
would also negatively impact the 600,000 workers
employed by the USPS,
those who depend on the
company to deliver medications or Social Security
checks, and hospitals or
other businesses that rely
on the transportation of
goods. By refusing crucial
funding that could prepare
the USPS for the overwhelming number of ballots
and sabotaging the USPS
in other flagrant ways, the
Trump Administration is
attempting to delegitimize
mailed ballots. Individuals
vote for a president who
they believe will serve the
United States in the most
beneficial and equitable
way, but with the potential
privatization of the USPS,
our voices will be silenced
in the upcoming election.
We must protect the United States Postal Service.
It is important to understand what privatizing the

Freeman and Martha Minow have of outsourcing to
the private sector. However, due to policies and lack
of Congressional reform,
the USPS is being set up
to fail. The USPS has lost
billions of dollars due to
mismanagement by Congress, including compensation costs for employees.
Additional policies have
been financially burdening the company. In 2003,
James Miller became a
member of the Postal Service’s Board of Governors.
He pushed through legislation that would force the
USPS to allocate benefits
for employees 75 years in
the future which made the
USPS profits go from $1 billion dollars a year to losses.
In addition, the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act of 2006 prevented the USPS from being
able to raise stamp prices.
Through these policies and
Trump’s refusal of funds
that would offer financial
stability, this public service
is facing a daunting future.
As Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont stated,
“Nobody should need to
make a decision between
their health and their right
to vote.” Allowing voters
to cast absentee ballots alleviates Connecticut residents’ concern of exposure
to COVID-19. With Donald
Trump threatening the legitimacy of mail-in voting
and absentee voting, mostly that of Democratic votersit is of dire necessity that
voters send their ballots
in early and accurately to

“With Donald Trump threatening
the legitimacy of mail-in voting and
absentee voting...it is of dire necessity that voters send their ballots.”
USPS means. Privatization
occurs when the government no longer sufficiently
funds a public agency, such
as the USPS, forcing citizens to rely on privately-operated alternatives such as
UPS and FedEx. Supporters of privatization argue
that private companies are
more innovative, efficient,
and cost effective than the
public sector. Many supporters of privatization
also argue that the USPS
is unsustainable. Critics of
the USPS also claim that
the service is a monopoly
which prevents a fair and
competitive bidding market, one of the main concerns legal scholars Jody

ensure their vote counts.
During the Connecticut
primary election, roughly
57% of the votes cast were
absentee ballots. There is
evidence of party affiliation and how an individual
chose to vote; more than
62% of Connecticut Democrats voted through an
absentee ballot while only
41% of Connecticut Republicans voted via absentee
ballot. It is possible that
the percentage of Connecticut absentee ballots and
mail-in votes will increase
with this Presidential election, especially as a wave
of new coronavirus cases
are hitting communities in
numbers mirroring mid-

April. In Connecticut, on
Oct. 12, there were 1,339
new cases, the highest daily increase of new cases
since mid-April. This alone
may encourage voters who
planned to vote in person,
to vote via absentee ballot or mail-in voting. The
legitimacy of an individual’s vote may become invalid if President Trump
privatizes
the
USPS.
Privatizing the USPS,
a public commodity millions of Americans rely on
which delivers nearly 150
billion mail pieces annually, is not the solution.
As critical policy scholars
Diem, Young, and Sampson argue, we must consider the benefits and costs
to society and sub-groups
within the population. We
must think about people
who are disabled, the elderly, people who have an
impairment that does not
permit them to move about
easily, and others who rely
on door-to-door service in
order to get mail or packages. We must think about
the 10.4% of Connecticut
residents who live below
the poverty line that rely
on food stamps and welfare checks to be delivered
by mail, those living in rural towns, where often the
USPS is the only service
that will deliver right to
their door, and the roughly
8,200 U.S. Postal Service
employees in Connecticut
who may lose their jobs.
With the cutbacks and
changes already happening to the USPS, including
the removal of mailboxes
and sorting machines, it is
of the utmost importance
that Connecticut residents
support the USPS. Calling
your congressional representatives to demand that
they increase funding for
the USPS, refraining from
ordering from companies
that ship through UPS
or FedEx, buying a sheet
of stamps or other company merchandise, and
signing petitions backing
the company will support
the United States Postal Service significantly.
Additionally,
getting
your vote in early and accurately will alleviate some
of the pressure the USPS
will encounter with the
overwhelming number of
mail-in ballots. Protecting
the USPS is critical for
protecting our democracy and the voting process.
Note: A version of
this article originally appeared in the Connecticut
Mirror on Oct. 28, 2020.

Trinity Curriculum
Must Have Civics
MIMI MILLIGAN ’24
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last year, Trinity redesigned its curriculum
to be put into place for
the class of 2025. The upcoming curriculum features a new wellness requirement as well as the
familiar requirements of
courses in the arts, humanities, natural sciences, social sciences, and
math. One requirement
currently lacking, however, is a course that directly
grapples with the United
States political system in
the form of a civics class.
As I reflect on my K-12
experience in Connecticut,
at a combination of both
public and private institutions, it recently dawned
on me that I have never
learned the very basics
of how our country functions—be it the importance of civic engagement,
the rights guaranteed to
me as an American, or
even the three branches of
government. (I also have
never taken a Sex Education class, but that is an
opinion piece for another
day). Aside from my own
reading online and watching Schoolhouse Rock at
home as a child, I’ve had
no official introduction
to American democracy.
The widespread efforts
of TrinVotes!—from both
the College and student
volunteers—has
been
laudable, but has also
made me wonder why so
much of our community’s
exposure to civic engagement is only happening
now. For all that the College has done to encourage students to vote, the
addition of a civics course
seems like an obvious improvement. Although I
consider myself relatively
well-read regarding American politics, I also wish
that I knew more and
had a solid background of
knowledge on the American system provided to me
by a trustworthy source
such as a professor at Trinity College. Unfortunately,
it is not a requirement
within my major (and
many majors at Trinity)
to educate myself fully on
the American system—
and between my major-required courses and my
College-required courses,
I will probably never take
an introductory course in
American history, govern-

ment, or law. Additionally,
as personally passionate
as I am about politics,
I am frequently bogged
down by other facets of
life at Trinity—studying,
friends, clubs—that it is
hard to reserve time to
pour through countless
news sources. In 2020,
just finding fair news
sources is challenging.
A standardized civics curriculum offered at
Trinity could be beneficial to every student—
from the most educated,
engaged student to the
more politically apathetic
classmate. I believe such a
course could be an eclectic,
interesting mix of education on the basics of the
United States alongside
safe and encouraging class
discussions surrounding
hot-button political topics. Although one goal of
the course would be to encourage students to vote
each November (with a
special emphasis on participating in local elections with as much fervor
as national elections), it
should also appeal and
be helpful for international students, who also
have the right to engage
with politics in America.
A mandatory, one-semester course on American civics seems to be the
perfect opportunity for the
College to fully embrace its
campaign this past semester to encourage voting. To
me, this seems equally as
crucial as learning to appreciate subjects outside
of my major or fulfilling
the wellness requirement
with a mindfulness class
or a gym class. Of course,
such a class should also
be required for younger
students, preferably before turning 18. Students
at Trinity, however, come
from a variety of different schools around the
country and around the
world, so it makes sense
that the College should offer a standardized course
on civics that is accessible to every student.
Institutions such as
the University of Florida have already enacted
a civics literacy curriculum requirement. In our
current state as a nation,
Trinity has a responsibility not only to encourage
students to exercise the
right to vote, but to also
ensure that students know
what goes into their ballot.
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Trump’s Record on COVID Shows His Inadequacy
ANDERS KLASS ’22
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Growing
uncertainty
among Americans is nearly impossible to avoid as
we approach a presidential
election during a pandemic. No matter what state
you reside in, Americans
have experienced serious
changes in their day-today lives, and consequently
have been forced to alter
their lives throughout this
virus. COVID-19 restrictions enacted to prevent
spreading of the lethal
virus have compromised
various aspects of our lives
including education, family, socialization, sports,
employment, and many
more. While issues regarding the environment, race,
and economy certainly inhabit this upcoming election, I would like to highlight how our candidates’
political stances on the
coronavirus could affect
students’ futures at Trinity.
We are all well aware
of the short time we have
left on campus this fall due
to our unusual academic calendar. Furthermore,
rising COVID alert levels

have disrupted in-person
classes, sports practices,
and extracurriculars; students are required to be
cautious of large gatherings, to wear masks, and
to stay on campus, making
living here far from the
usual. Since quarantining
back in March, leaving
campus for an extended
break once again entails
students reflecting on the
past semester and how the
coronavirus has influenced
their college experience.
For the majority of enrolled students, changing
COVID-19
alert
levels
have challenged a consistent way of life on campus.
This compromised college
experience
undoubtedly
raises more uncertainty
for the semesters to come
as this pandemic drags
on through the New England winter. Moreover, it
is clear COVID-19 is here
to stay as Connecticut reported a surge of over 2,000
COVID-19 cases over the
past two weeks leading up
to Halloween. Also, as we
depart for home to celebrate more holidays with
our loved ones, we will stop
taking viral PCR tests twice

a week. Other colleges will
do the same, and we can
ultimately expect the continued spread of the coronavirus and, consequently, the shattered hopes of
our winter sport athletes.
Trinity students are
forced to abide by coronavirus-related restrictions
to protect our college experience, meanwhile our
president mocks people
for wearing masks. When
leaving a respected military hospital after being
infected with the virus,
he even tweeted, “don’t be
afraid.” It is undeniable
that President Trump has
downplayed
coronavirus
while encouraging schools
and other institutions to
roll back on coronavirus restrictions. Despite Trump’s
reasoning, it is clear Trinity
would rather listen to the
CDC and follow guidelines
and monitor outbreaks on
campus rather than ignore it. Furthermore, the
World Health Organization has recently advised
combatting this winter
outbreak could require
more “sacrifice for many,
many people,” which raises
a great deal of uncertain-

ty for returning to school
once again. Unfortunately,
while Trump boasts about
the United States’ testing
capabilities in debates,
the President referred to
this predicted outbreak on
Monday as another “Fake
News Media Conspiracy.”
As an on-campus student who must take a
COVID-19 test twice a
week and feels the constant pressure of coronavirus restrictions, I wish our
president could respect test
results as much as we do.
Whether or not someone
fears contracting the virus,
coronavirus cases evidently affect many peoples’ way
of life and can indirectly
threaten the lives of others. Even though it is admirable to look strong in a
time of crisis, the president
must be a leader who can be
the bearer of bad news and
take responsibility for their
efforts towards solutions
for the society they serve.
Throughout this pandemic, Joe Biden has clearly
supported wearing masks
and furthermore trusted
coronavirus restrictions to
help combat transmission
rates. Additionally, Biden

has advocated for having
the federal government
bulk purchase vaccines to
offer fair distribution once
the vaccine hits markets.
These efforts send a message that acknowledges
our obvious vulnerabilities
to the virus and trusts the
science in solving a public
health crisis that disrupts
everyday life and therefore
should be of great concern
to our commander in chief.
As of Oct. 27, 66 million ballots have been cast
for the upcoming election:
a whopping 48% of all
the votes counted in 2016
presidential election. I am
certain voting members
of our polarized society
have already decided on
who they want to see in
the oval office. However,
I would like to conclude
that if elected again, it is
clear that Donald Trump
will continue to raise the
uncertainty regarding our
futures at Trinity through
the course of this pandemic. Conclusively, I believe
Joe Biden would take up
the responsibility to be
transparent and offer some
much-needed stability in
these uncertain times.

Police Reform and the Election: A Training Solution
DANIEL NESBITT ’22
MANAGING EDITOR
In recent months, policing and crime have become
pivotal issues for the 2020
Presidential election. President Trump has presented
himself as the “law-and-order” candidate while Biden
has taken a more measured
approach, seeking to distance himself from his role
in crafting the infamous
1994 Crime Bill that many
argue was critical in driving mass incarceration. The
Trump Administration has
focused on aiding police departments in reducing violent crime with additional
money and resources. Alternatively, Biden has not
endorsed defunding the
police, but has instead advocated for increased investment in “community
policing,” whatever that
broad,
ambiguous
term
means. Both candidates
miss the mark. There is a
dire need for police reform,
but it is precisely the training of police officers that requires the most attention.
Police in the United
States are notoriously undertrained. According to The
Institute for Criminal Justice Training Reform, only

647 hours of training, on average in the United States,
is required to become a
police officer, compared to
3000 hours required to become a cosmetologist and
3500 hours required to become a plumber. Police officers are asked to do a lot – it
is a difficult task to non-violently control another human being that is resisting
arrest. This is exacerbated
by the egregiously small
amount of training that officers receive in defensive
and de-escalation tactics.
Generally, most civilians
would expect police officers
to be able to effectively and
non-violently restrain an individual, however actual police capabilities are, on average, nowhere near civilian
expectations. Police officers
simply aren’t as well trained
as we think they are, which
is why each new viral video
of police officers rapidly escalating through their levels
of force from taser, to pepper spray, to even firearms
and deadly force, shocks us
every time. Often times officers resort to violent strikes,
tasers, etc., simply because
they lack the training and
the ability to effectively control the situation. So many
instances of excessive force

could be avoided if police officers had the proper training to non-violently control
individuals and physically
de-escalate the situation.
If officers had this necessary training, countless civilian injuries and deaths
could be prevented, in
addition to a reduced frequency of officer injury at
the hands of a perpetrator.
Police
departments
across the country should
implement Brazilian Jiu
Jitsu (BJJ) based training
for all police officers, and
incentivize continued BJJ
training designed specifically for law enforcement.
BJJ is a grappling-based
martial art that focuses on
controlling a resistant opponent’s body and manipulat-

but many have found the
martial art to have significant practical applications
to law enforcement. If police officers have the ability
to successfully restrain and
control a suspect through
non-violent means, they no
longer have to rely on more
forceful measures such as
striking, taser, and firearms. In addition, it reduces overall liability for police
departments as BJJ-based
techniques, when applied
properly, are less likely to
cause serious harm to a
suspect in an encounter.
This idea of training law
enforcement in BJJ is not
unheard of. In fact, Democrat presidential hopeful
Andrew
Yang
suggested that all police officers

“Generally, most civilians would
expect police officers to be able to
effectively and non-violently restrain an individual...”
ing their body in a non-violent way such that they are
forced to submit. BJJ rose
to popularity with the advent of mixed martial arts
and the UFC in particular,

should be required to obtain
a purple belt in BJJ before
service.
This
approach,
though, would be misguided
as it would be more effective for officers to train BJJ

specifically designed for and
geared towards law enforcement. For example, Gracie
University, one of the largest BJJ schools in the country and even the world, has
developed a training program designed specifically
for law enforcement known
as Gracie Survival Tactics
(GST). It is programs like
these that would lead to
a more competent police
force and fewer incidents
of excessive force. One of
the co-creators of the GST
program, Rener Gracie, recently outlined his plan for
reform, with the ultimate
goal of ensuring that every
police officer receives a minimum of one hour of training in BJJ-based defensive
tactics paid for by the department. His full plan is
outlined in greater detail on
YouTube in a video entitled
“Police Training Reimagined with Rener Gracie.”
Would BJJ-based solve
all issues related to policing? No, of course not.
It would, however, be a
step in the right direction
that would reduce the frequency of excessive force.
With more competent and
better trained police officers, both civilian and officer safety is improved.
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Hartford: Local Candidates on the Ballot Today
US Congress, District
One: John Larson (D)
Representative John Larson is the incumbent serving as the US
Representative for Connecticut’s first congressional district, which is
located in Hartford and its surrounding towns in the north-central
part of the state. He has been in this position since 1999. He was
born in Hartford, grew up in East Hartford, and attended Central
Connecticut State University. In congress, Larson has been known as
an advocate for the environment and cosponsored the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, geared toward further exploration
of renewable fuels. He also introduced the Small Business Jobs Act
of 2010 and strongly supported the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. He currently serves as chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security and sits on the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures.

US Congress, District
One: Mary Fay (R)
Mary Fay is the Republican challenger to Representative Larson,
and she has run against him in the past. As a resident of West Hartford for 17 years, Fay grew up in East Hartford and later attended
Skidmore College and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. In this campaign, Fay has highlighted her belief that Connecticut would benefit
from a new representative, given Larson’s long tenure. She has also
stressed the importance of building back Connecticut’s economy in the
wake of COVID-19. In her community, Fay has served on the West
Hartford Town Council, Save Our Water, CT, and was named a “Top
Women in Business” by Hartford Business Journal.

State Senate, District
One: John Fonfara (D)

State Senate, District
One: Barbara Ruhe (R)

Senator John Fonfara is the incumbent state senator for Connecticut’s first senatorial district, which encompasses Hartford and
Wethersfield. Fonfara is a lifelong resident of Hartford, holding a BA
from the University of Connecticut and a Master’s degree in public
policy from Trinity. This is Fonfara’s 11th term as state senator, and
has worked in Connecticut politics since 1986. Currently, Fonfara is
the Senate Chair of the Finance, Revenue and Bonding Committee.
As senator, Fonfara’s biggest platforms have concerned education and
the environment—specifically reducing green gasses, exploring renewable energy, and a reform of Hartford’s education system.

Barbara Ruhe is the Republican challenger to Senator Fonfara. She has run against Fonfara several times in the past. Ruhe
is a lawyer with several decades of experience in Wethersfield,
with a particular focus in family and juvenile courts. She obtained
a BA and JD from Valparaiso University in Indiana. Ruhe has
not raised money for her campaigns in the past, though has been
active on social media addressing fiscal reductions statewide and
reforming Connecticut’s child welfare system and juvenille courts.

State Representative,
Minnie Gonzalez (D)
Minnie Gonzalez is the incumbent state representative and is
running unopposed in 2020. She is also the deputy majority leader
at the CT House of Representatives. Gonzalez was born in Puerto
Rico and moved to the United States in 1981. As state representative, Gonzalez has focused her efforts on allocating money in
Hartford toward children and families, education, housing, and
youth services. She is in her thirteenth term of service.

State Senate, District
One: Mary Sanders (G)
Mary Sanders is the Green Party challenger to Senator Fonfara. She is a resident of Hartford and a graduate of Capital Community College and Central Connecticut State University. Sanders is a retired Spanish teacher, who also served as director of the
Spanish Speaking Center of New Britain. This year, her platform
is focused on job growth and opportunity during the pandemic,
free community college, reducing military and police budgets, and
focusing on addressing racism in Connecticut.

When can I vote?

Between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.

BDISTRICTING.COM

Connecticut has 151 districts in the General Assembly.

Where can I vote?

WIKIPEDIA

Connecticut has five congressional districts.

Commons Building at Hartford
Magnet Trinity College
Academy (corner of Broad and
Vernon Street)

Trinity: Election 2020
U.S.: National Candidates on the Ballot Today
Joseph R. Biden, Jr. (D)

THE WHITE HOUSE

Joseph R. Biden, Jr., the Democratic candidate for the 2020
presidential election, was born in Scranton, Pennsylvania in 1942.
He attended the University of Delaware for his undergraduate
education and then went on to study at Syracuse University for law
school. After graduating, he became the fifth-youngest U.S. senator
elected in American history. Biden served in the Senate from 1973 to
2009, and during this time he served as chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Relations. During his later years as Senator, he called for
American action to end the genocide in Darfur and spoke out against
President George W. Bush’s response to the Iraq War. Biden was
also a proponent of stricter crime laws, and served as chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee. In 1994, he sponsored the Violent
Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act to add 100,00 police officers
and increase sentences for a host of crimes.
In 2008, Biden became Vice President of the United States under
President Barack Obama and served two terms. Biden became a
leading figure in the national debate about gun control, and was selected to head up a special task force on the issue. On Apr. 25, 2019,
Biden announced that he was running for president in the 2020

Kamala Harris (D)

POLITICO

Kamala Harris was born in Oakland, California and attended
Howard University and the University of California, Hastings College
of Law. After her time as San Francisco district attorney, Harris became the first African American and the first female attorney general
of California. Later, she became the junior senator of California and
has shown support for a single-payer healthcare system and financial
relief in the face of rising housing costs. Harris is the first Black woman and person of South Asian descent to be nominated for national
office by a major party, and the fourth woman in history to compete on
a major party’s presidential ticket.

Donald J. Trump (R)

FORBES

45th President of the United States, and reality TV star, Donald J.
Trump is running for re-election in the 2020 presidential race. Born
in Queens, New York in 1946, Trump attended Fordham University
and then transferred to the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School of Finance and Commerce. Trump has spent most of his career
in real estate, managing hotels and properties across the country
and world in the name of the Trump Organization. In 2004, Trump
became the host of the reality TV show, “The Apprentice” in which
contestants fought for a management job at one of his companies.
In June of 2015, Trump announced his presidential candidacy and
his pledge to “Make American Great Again,” speaking out against
political correctness, illegal immigration and government lobbyists,
while simultaneously promising to cut taxes, negotiate trade deals
and create jobs for American Workers. In May 2016, Trump obtained
the Republican nomination, beating out 16 other candidates. His
race, with Governor Mike Pence of Indiana as the vice presidential
candidate, against Democrat Hillary Clinton, resulted in an upset.
Trump was impeached by the House of Representatives in December 2019 on two articles: abuse of power and obstruction of justice. In
February 2020, the Senate voted to acquit Trump on both charges.

Mike Pence (R)

THE WHITE HOUSE

Incumbent Republican candidate for Vice President of the United
States, Michael Pence was born in 1959 in Columbus, Indiana. He attended Hanover College and the University of Indiana School of Law.
Pence served in Congress for six terms and was known for his social
conservatism in his opposition to abortion and the repeal of the “Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell” policy. In 2012, Pence became governor of Indiana and
focused on protecting individuals’ ability to exercise their religious beliefs. In 2016, Trump named Pence as his running mate and in February of 2020, Pence headed the government’s COVID-19 taskforce.

